8 THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE PURCHASING RESIN
STACKING CHAIRS
NUFURN BARRELTM CHAIR
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The Ultimate Stacker: up to 40%
more space efficient than some
competitors. 20 BarrelsTM only 1.97m
high. We get 2880 BarrelTM chairs in
a 40ft container.

Super space
efficient.
20 Barrels only
1.97m high!!
Amazing 100
chairs per pallet

SOME COMPETITORS
20 Pipee approx
2.4m high =
more space
required.
Only 60 chairs
per pallet

Inefficient Space: Chairs like the
Pipee chair only stack 14 chairs in
the same height stack as 20 of our
BarrelTM chairs. Less chairs in a stack
means more warehouse space and
more truck space.
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Highest Commercial Rating: The
Nufurn BarrelTM chair is rated to
300kg by AFRDI. That’s 50% ABOVE
the Australian Standard.

No Rating: Some chairs have no
rating at all or are only rated for
domestic use.
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100% Pure Polypropylene: Solid
colour and consistently high grade,
exceptional quality.

See Through: You can practically see
through some chairs due to the
quality of the polypropylene used.
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Attention to Detail: Smooth, clean
lines reinforce an excellent product
that is superbly finished.

Uneven moulds: Do your chairs
have a smooth finish? Some chairs
are manufactured using poor quality
moulds, creating a poor quality
finish.
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Maintenance Friendly: A smooth
seat on the Nufurn BarrelTM chair
means quicker cleaning, saving
labour and money.

More difficult to clean: Grooved
seats between drainage holes make
cleaning longer and more difficult.
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Brilliant White to Last: Guaranteed
UV stabilization for total sun
protection.

Yellowing of resin: Look at what
cheaper, low quality chairs can land
up looking like in a short time.
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10 Year Warranty: We stand by our
product - Guaranteed! A 10 year
warranty you can trust and rely on
from the leaders in event furniture.

Minimal Warranty: Some chairs are
only rated for domestic or light
commercial use and offer minimal
warranty.
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Satisfies OH&S Requirements: Look
after your staff. Specifically designed
to move Nufurn BarrelTM chairs with
ease.

Injury: Manual lifting of heavy
stacks of chairs can cause serious
back injury.
Move 30 chairs at once!!

Your only choice should be the Nufurn BarrelTM
Chair
For more info on the Nufurn BarrelTM chair & other
innovative products, please visit www.nufurn.com.au

Freecall 1800 650 019

